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a b s t r a c t
In this paper we answer the following question: if the centroid and the left/right spread of
an unknown fuzzy number are given how do we find this fuzzy number?
© 2010 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
In the last decade, discussion of approximation fuzzy numbers has gained much importance for example, crisp, interval,
symmetric triangular, symmetric trapezoidal, triangular and trapezoidal approximations have been proposed by scholars
in [1–4]. On the other hand, defuzzification methods have been widely studied for some years and were applied to fuzzy
expert systems. The major idea behind these methods is to obtain a typical value from a given fuzzy set according to
some specified characters, such as central gravity, median, etc. In other words, each defuzzification method provides a
correspondence from the set of all fuzzy sets into the set of real numbers. Obviously, in defuzzification methods which
replace a fuzzy set by a single number, we generally loose too many important information.
In this paper our approach is something different with defuzzification. In fact we answer the following question: if the
centroid and the left/right spread of an unknown fuzzy number are given how do we find this fuzzy number? This paper
proposes a simple but effective method to answer this question. We are not the first to consider centroids of fuzzy numbers.
Cheng [5] proposed a centroid-based distance method for ranking fuzzy numbers. The method utilizes the Euclidean
distances from the origin to the centroid point of each fuzzy number to compare and rank the fuzzy numbers. Chu and
Tsao [6] found that the distancemethod could not rank fuzzy numbers correctly if they are negative and therefore suggested
using the area between the centroid point and the origin to rank fuzzy numbers. Besides, Abbasbandy and Asady [7] found
that Chu and Tsao’s area method could sometimes lead to counterintuitive rankings and hence suggested a sign distance
method. More recently Wang et al. [8] showed that the centroid formulae provided by Cheng [5] are incorrect and have led
to some misapplications. They present the correct centroid formulae for triangular and trapezoidal fuzzy numbers.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In the following section we recall some fundamental results on fuzzy
numbers. In Section 3we introduce ourmethod and then illustrate it by a numerical example. An application of the proposed
method is given in Section 4. Conclusions are given in Section 5.
2. Background
Fuzzy sets are generalizations of crisp sets and were first introduced by Zadeh as a way of representing imprecise or
vagueness in real world. A fuzzy set is a collection of elements in a universe of information where the boundary of the set
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contained in the universe is ambiguous, vague and otherwise fuzzy. Each fuzzy set is specified by a membership function,
which assigns to each element in the universe of discourse a valuewithin the unit interval [0, 1]. The assigned value is called
degree (or grade) of membership, which specifies the extent to which a given element belongs to the fuzzy set or is related
to a concept. If the assigned value is 0, then the given element does not belong to the set. If the assigned value is 1, then the
element totally belongs to the set. If the value lies within the interval (0, 1), then the element only partially belongs to the
set. Therefore, any fuzzy set can be uniquely determined by its membership function.
Let X be the universe of discourse. A fuzzy set A˜ of the universe of discourse X is said to be convex if and only if for all x1
and x2 in X there always exists:
µA˜(λx1 + (1− λ)x2) > Min(µA˜(x1), µA˜(x2)),
whereµA˜ is the membership function of the fuzzy set A˜ and λ ∈ [0, 1]. A fuzzy set A˜ of the universe of discourse X is said to
be normal if there exists a xi ∈ X satisfying µA˜(xi) = 1. Fuzzy numbers are special cases of fuzzy sets that are both convex
and normal. A fuzzy number is a convex fuzzy set, characterized by a given interval of real numbers, each with a grade of
membership between 0 and 1. Its membership function is piecewise continuous and satisfies the following conditions:
1. µA˜(x) = 0 outside some interval [a, d];
2. µA˜(x) is non-decreasing (monotonic increasing) on [a, b] and non-increasing (monotonic decreasing) on [c, d];
3. µA˜(x) = 1 for each x ∈ [b, c],
where a ≤ b ≤ c ≤ d are real numbers in the real line R.
The most commonly used fuzzy numbers are triangular and trapezoidal fuzzy numbers, whose membership functions




b− a a ≤ x ≤ b,
d− x





b− a a ≤ x ≤ b,
1 b ≤ x ≤ c,
d− x
d− c c ≤ x ≤ d,
0 Otherwise.
For brevity, triangular and trapezoidal fuzzy numbers are often denoted as (a, b, d) and (a, b, c, d). It is obvious that
triangular fuzzy numbers are special cases of trapezoidal fuzzy numbers with b = c.
A linguistic variable is a variable whose values are expressed in linguistic terms [9]. The concept of a linguistic variable is
very useful in dealing with situations, which are too complex or not well defined to be reasonably described in conventional
quantitative expressions. For example, ‘‘weight’’ is a linguistic variable whose values are very low, low, medium, high, very
high, etc. Fuzzy numbers can also represent these linguistic values.
3. Proposed method
Consider the following question: let A˜ be a unknown trapezoidal fuzzy number such that its centroid, (α, β), and left/right
spread, L and R, are known. How do we find A˜? To answer this question let A˜ = (a, b, c, d), then according to [8] centroid




a+ b+ c + d− cd− ab






1+ c − b
c + d− a− b
]
(3.2)
Hence to find A˜we have to solve the following system in terms of a, b, c and d
b− a = L (a)




a+ b+ c + d− cd− ab






1+ c − b




It seems that the above system is nonlinear, but the following theorem shows that it can be solved easily.
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Theorem 1. The above system is linear.
Proof. From (3.3) we have
b = a+ L, (3.4)
let b = a+ b0, where b0 is a real number such that b0 ≥ 0, and (3.3)(b) yields
d = c + R. (3.5)
So from Eqs. (3.3)(d)–(3.5) we have:
1+ c − (a+ L)
c + (c + R)− a− (a+ L) = 3β ⇒ c = a+
(3β − 1)R+ (2− 3β)L
3(1− 2β) , (3.6)
suppose
c = a+ c0, (3.7)
where c0 is a real number such that c0 ≥ 0. It is clear from Eqs. (3.6) and (3.7) that
c0 = (3β − 1)R+ (2− 3β)L3(1− 2β) . (3.8)
Since b = a+ b0 and from (3.4) it is clear that b0 = L. On the other hand, since d = a+ d0 and using (3.5) and (3.7) we
have
a+ d0 = d = c + R = a+ c0 + R⇒ d0 = c0 + R.
Now since c = a+ c0, b = a+ b0 and d = a+ d0, so (3.3)(c) can be written as follows
a+ (a+ b0)+ (a+ c0)+ (a+ d0)− (a+ c0)(a+ d0)− a(a+ b0)
(a+ c0)+ (a+ d0)− a− (a+ b0) = 3α.
It concludes that
a = α + b
2
0 − c20 − d20 − c0d0
3(c0 + d0 − b0) . 




1+ c − b





⇒ 2(c − b)
c + d− a− b > 1⇒
c − b+ a− d
c + d− a− b > 0
⇒ (c − b)− (d− a)
(c − b)+ (d− a) > 0⇒ (c − b)− (d− a) > 0
⇒ b+ d < a+ c. (3.9)
But a ≤ b ≤ c ≤ d, hence a+ c ≤ b+ c ≤ b+ d and therefore
a+ c ≤ b+ d. (3.10)





1+ c − b




⇒ c − b = d− a. (3.11)
But we know that a ≤ b ≤ c ≤ d, hence Eq. (3.11) holds if and only if a = b and d = c , that is, A˜ is a rectangular fuzzy
number and it is a contradiction since we know A˜ is a trapezoidal fuzzy number. The above remark shows that β < 12 .
Example 1. Let A˜ be a normal trapezoidal fuzzy number for which, (α, β) = ( 52 , 512 ) and L = R = 1. Using Eq. (3.8) we have
c0 = (3×
5
12 − 1)× 1+ (2− 3× 512 )× 1
3(1− 2× 512 )
= 2
b0 = L = 1, d0 = c0 + R = 2+ 1 = 3.




+ 1− 4− 9− 6
3× (2+ 3− 1) = 1
b = a+ b0 = 1+ 1 = 2, c = a+ c0 = 1+ 2 = 3, d = a+ d0 = 1+ 3 = 4.
Therefore A˜ = (1, 2, 3, 4).
4. An application
In a decision making process, the use of linguistic variables in decision problems is highly beneficial when performance
values cannot be expressed by means of numerical values. Indeed, human judgments including preference information
are vague or fuzzy in nature and as such it may not be appropriate to represent them by accurate numerical values. A
more realistic approach could be to use linguistic variables to model human judgments. For example, in a group decision
making problem the decisionmakers use the linguistic variables to evaluate the importance of the criteria and the ratings of
alternativeswith respect to qualitative criteria. For example, the linguistic variable ‘‘MediumHigh (MH)’’ can be represented
as (0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8).
Assume that a decision group hasK decisionmakers, and the fuzzy rating of each decisionmakerDk (k = 1, 2, . . . , K) can
be represented as a positive trapezoidal fuzzy number R˜k (k = 1, 2, . . . , K) with membership function µR˜k(x). A good ag-
gregationmethod should be considered the range of fuzzy rating of each decisionmaker. Guneri et al. [10] proposed the fol-
lowing aggregationmethod: Let the fuzzy ratings of all decisionmakers be trapezoidal fuzzy numbers R˜k = (ak, bk, ck, dk, ),




k=1 bk, c = 1k
∑K
k=1 ck and d = maxk{dk}. As we see according to Guneri’s method since a = mink{ak} and d = maxk{dk}
hence the left spread and right spread of R˜ are big and it is not desirable. Here using ourmethodwe suggest another approach
for aggregation. The proposed methodology is as follows:
Step 1. Using Eqs. (3.1) and (3.2) calculate the centroid of each R˜k, k = 1, 2, . . . , K .
Step 2. Let (αk, βk) be the centroid of R˜k, k = 1, 2, . . . , K . Calculate (α, β) in which α = 1K
∑K
k=1 αk and β = 1K
∑K
k=1 βk.
Step 3. Calculate the average of left spreads and the average of right spreads. The average of left spreads is equal to
γ = 1K
∑K
k=1(bk − ak) and similarly the average of right spreads is equal to δ = 1K
∑K
k=1(dk − ck).
Step 4. Employing α, β, γ , δ and using Eqs. (3.3)(a)–(d) we find the aggregated fuzzy rating R˜ = (a, b, c, d).
Example 2. This example has been taken from [11], Table 9 (Risk factor = Detection, Failure mode = 1), in which R˜1 =
(8, 9, 9, 10), R˜2 = (9, 10, 10, 10), R˜3 = (7, 8, 8, 9), R˜3 = (5, 6, 6, 7) and R˜4 = (6, 7, 7, 8).
Step 1. Using Eqs. (3.1) and (3.2) we have: (α1, β1) = (9, 13 ), (α2, β2) = ( 879 , 13 ), (α3, β3) = (8, 13 ), (α4, β4) = (6, 13 ),
(α5, β5) = (7, 13 ).
Step 2. α = 1K
∑K
k=1 αk = (9+
87
9 +8+6+7)
5 = 11915 and β = 1K
∑K
k=1 βk = (
1
3+ 13+ 13+ 13+ 13 )
5 = 13 . Hence (α, β) = ( 11915 , 13 ).
Step 3. γ = 1K
∑K
k=1(bk − ak) = (9−8)+(10−9)+(8−7)+(6−5)+(7−6)5 = 1 and δ = 1K
∑K
k=1(dk − ck) =
(10−9)+(10−10)+(9−8)+(7−6)+(8−7)
5 = 45 .
Step 4. To find the aggregated fuzzy rating R˜ = (a, b, c, d)we solve the following system:
b− a = 1





a+ b+ c + d− cd− ab







1+ c − b





The solution is R˜ = (a, b, c, d) = (7, 8, 8, 445 ). Note that using Guneri’s method we have R˜ = (5, 8, 8, 10).
5. Conclusion
In this paper,we answered the following question: if centroid and left/right spread of anunknown fuzzynumber are given
how do we find this fuzzy number? To do so, it is enough to solve a system of equations. We proved that the mentioned
system is linear. The proposed method is simple and computationally efficient. Besides, using the proposed method we
showed how we can aggregate a set of fuzzy numbers to a fuzzy number.
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